CINEMA'S LOVERS?

Dormire sul Set
OBSESSED WITH THE DRAMA, HISTORY AND ITALIAN CINEMA?
THERE IS NO BETTER PLACE TO DISCOVER IT THAN
BETTOJA HOTELS & CINECITTÀ SI MOSTRA

The offer includes:

* Exclusive Breakfast at Roofgarden “La Terrazza” on the 10th floor of
the Mediterraneo Hotel with a breatheaking view;
* A guided tour of Cinecittà Studios including of the permanent
exhibition “Cinecittà Si Mostra”;
* Big Sets of the international Cinema Tour;
* 2“Eat on set” lunch boxes.

Terms and conditions
2-night minimum stay;
First night will be charged at booking and is non- refundable;
City tax 6

€ per person per day is not included.

*Tourist tax of 6 Euros per day is not included

Info & Reservation:
+39 06 4883683; booking@bettojahotels.it

Iwww.bettojahotels.it

www.cinecittasimostra.it

… For those who are obsessed with the drama, history and beauty of Italian cinema, there
is no better place to discover it than from Hotel Mediterraneo, Hotel Massimo D’Azeglio
and Hotel Atlantico, the 3 Bettoja Hotes in the heart of Rome.

The 3 hotels are offering a new “DORMIRE SUL SET”(“Sleeping on Set”) package in
partnership with Cinecittà, the famous backlot studio that was so beloved by Federico
Fellini, he had an apartment built for himself next to the Studio Five soundstage. “His
furniture is gone,” Ben-Hur producer Sean Daniel told NPR, adding, "But we like to think that
his spirit and his ghosts are still here."

The massive 100-acre studio, which was built in 1937 and has more than 20 stages, is about
30 minutes from the hotels by Metro or taxi. It has been the filming location for countless
movies, such as both Ben-Hur films, Cleopatra and nearly all of Fellini’s productions,
including La Dolce Vita and 8

½. Three permanent outdoor sets—Ancient Rome, the Temple

of Jerusalem and Florence in the 1400s—are open for guided tours. Guests can learn about
the variety of performances that have been filmed on them, including Rome, The Borgias,
The Young Messiah, the 2012 Romeo & Juliet remake, a Coldplay music video and a
Victoria’s Secret ad. There is also an indoor exhibition that chronicles the history of
moviemaking in Italy.

Thanks to their gracious and timeless décor, the Mediterraneo and the Massimo D’Azeglio
have had their own starring roles as filming locations. Careful viewers will spot the hotels in
shows and movies like HBO’s The Young Pope, Ocean’s Eleven, The Americans, and Trust,
the FX series about the abduction of John Paul Getty III in Italy.

Prices for the “DORMIRE SUL SET” Sleeping on Set” package start at

€ per person, which

includes accommodations in a superior double room a guided tour of Cinecittà for up to 15
people.

Booking: +39 06 4883288 - booking@bettojahotels.it

